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Dynamics of twisted nematic liquid crystal pi-cells
Shu-Hsia Chena) and Chiu-Lien Yang
Institute of Electro-Optical Engineering, National Chiao-Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan,
Republic of China

~Received 12 April 2001; accepted for publication 22 March 2002!

A twisted nematic liquid crystal pi-cell with fast optical response time of 2.2 ms was prepared. We
investigated the dynamics of this cell and observed the back-flow-induced optical overshoot
phenomena both in homeotropic-to-planar state transition and planar-to-homeotropic state
transition. We analyzed the behavior of the director and found that there is a tip-over phenomenon
when the field is removed from relatively high voltage~.6 V!. More important, the fluid flow effect
results in the reverse twist both in the rising process and the decay process. Consequently, the
reverse twist increases and decreases the effective phase retardation on the optical rising and decay
process, respectively, and thus speeds up the optical response in both stages. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1480880#
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Twisted-nematic~TN! liquid crystal cell has been widely
used in the active matrix liquid-crystal display technolog
Unfortunately, a serious problem with slow response ex
in the TN configuration. To overcome the drawback, recen
pi-cell1 or OCB-cell2 has drawn considerable attention. How
ever, a common problem in pi-cell and OCB-cell is that t
bend configuration at low driving field is unstable.3 There-
fore, in practice, a few minutes of warm-up time period
required for the device using these cells.

Optical bounce in the TN,4,5 homogeneous1 and CHLC6

cells had been observed in the homeotropic-to-planar s
transition. These studies indicate that there is a strong c
pling between the fluid flow and the director orientation
the homeotropic-to-planar state transition and the back-fl
induced optical bounce slows down the response. In the
cell, however, there is no optical bounce observed in
transient transmittance and the torque induced by the fl
accelerates the relaxation.7

In this letter, we prepared a twisted pi-cell with fast r
sponse as pi-cell and OCB-cell but without the unsta
problem. We studied its dynamic mechanism by Erickso
Leslie theory and calculated the transient director beha
with a numerical method. We found that although the
sponse of the nematic liquid-crystal~LC! molecules is slow
commonly, the flow-induced director configuration togeth
with the optical component arrangement results in its f
optical response.

Samples of twisted pi-cell were assembled with two
dium tin oxide~ITO!-coated glass plates. The substrates w
coated with a 700–800 Å thick SE-3310~Nissan Co.! align-
ment layer, which produces a pretilt angle of 3° for LC mo
ecules after the rubbing process. The S-811 chiral molec
were doped in the liquid crystal of ZLI-2293~Merck Co.! to
achieve a left-handed 180°-twist pi-cell~twist from f50° at
z50 to f52180° atz5d! of 6 mm cell gap. To measure
the transmittance of this cell, we inserted the LC cell b
tween two crossed polarizers with the rubbing directionx of
the front substrate rotated 45° from the transmission axi

a!Electronic mail: shuhchen@cc.nctu.edu.tw
3720003-6951/2002/80(20)/3721/3/$19.00
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the incident polarizer. The transient transmittance cur
were measured by using a LC display panel evaluation
vice ~LCD-5100! from Otsuka Electronics Co. with ligh
propagates in the normal directionz of the substrate plate. A
square wave form ac electric field was applied with a f
quency of 100 Hz. We operated the twisted pi-cell betwe
10 and 2.6 V since the transmittance–voltage curve of
twisted pi-cell monotonically decay above 2.6 V. The me
sured results are shown in Fig. 1~a!. It is obvious that there
are optical overshooting phenomena both in the rising pe
~a peak! and in decay period~a valley!. The enlarged valley
is shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a!. The response time
@ ton(100% – 10%)1toff(0% – 90%)# is only 2.2 ms.

It is interesting to analyze the dynamic mechanism of
fast optical response since the characteristic response tim
the nematic molecules is much slower. According to the p
vious studies1,4–6 there usually exists a strong coupling b
tween the fluid flow and the director reorientation. Therefo
we used the Ericksen–Leslie–Parodi theory to investig
the flow effect on the transient behavior of the twisted pi-c
during its switching process. As usual,6,8 in our calculation,
the fluid flow terms were included but the inertial terms
the directors were neglected. We used our one dimen
simulator to calculate the transient director (nx ,ny ,nz) and
velocity (vx ,vy) distributions. Then, the optical transmi

FIG. 1. ~a! Measured and~b! calculated transient transmittance of th
twisted pi-cell under crossed polarizers. The lower diagrams are the ap
wave form which was switched from 10 to 2.6 V at 20 ms and persiste
80 ms, then switched to 10 V at 80 ms. The insets are the enlarged op
valley.
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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, 0
tance was obtained by using Jones matrix method wit
wavelength of 589 nm. Table I shows the parameters use
the simulation. Due to lack of the Leslie coefficients of ZL
2293, these coefficients were taken from the values
MBBA.9 We had evaluated some Leslie coefficients of ZL
2293 from its incomplete shear viscosity coefficients10 that
are close to and in the same sign with the values of MBB
It is appropriate to analyze the transient director behavior
using the complete Leslie coefficients of MBBA. The calc
lated transmittance is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The solid curve is
the calculated results with the flow, while the dashed line
the calculated results by considering rotation viscosity o
without flow. The corresponding director distribution
(nx ,ny ,nz) were transformed to tilt anglea~[ 90°—polar
angleu! and azimuthal anglef and shown in Figs. 2 and 4
The typical velocity profiles are shown in Figs. 3~b! and 5~b!
for rising process and decay process, respectively. It is o
ous, as shown in Fig. 1, that the behavior of the calcula
transient transmittance curve that includes the flow eff
agrees with the experimental results qualitatively. The sim
lated optical valley is not as deep as the experimental o
This may be caused by the Leslie coefficients of MBB
being different from the values of ZLI-2293. The flow effe
leads the acceleration both in rising and decay optical
sponse of the twisted pi-cell. In the following, we descri
how the change of external field induces the flow and
coupling of the flow to the director orientation and finally th
optical signals.

FIG. 2. Calculated transient~a! tilt angle and~b! twist angle distribution
after switching to 2.6 V from 10 V att50. z is the axis perpendicular to the
substrates andd is cell gap. Configuration of the twisted pi-cell~without
applied field! and the definition of tilt anglea ~[90°—polar angleu,
290°<a<90°! and azimuthal anglef of the director orientation are
shown above~a! and ~b!.

TABLE I. The parameters used in the simulation.K11 , K22, and K33 are
splay, twist, and bend elastic constant, respectively. The six Leslie co
cients are taken from MBBA.

Twist angle 2180° Cell gap 5.8mm
«0 4.1 «e 14.1
n0 1.4990 ne 1.6312
K11 12.5 pN K22 7.3 pN
K33 17.9 pN Pitch 214.5mm
a1 221.5 mPa a2 2153.4 mPa
a3 20.773 mPa a4 109.5 mPa
a5 107.1 mPa a6 247.0 mPa
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In the rising process of transmittance, the cell h
been applied with the high voltage~10 V! for a long time,
the directors in its initial static state has a profile as shown
Fig. 2. The external director body force11 G is balanced
with the elastic deformation force. The equilibrium
broken as the voltage switched to 2.6 V so the exter
director body force changed toG8. The unbalanced elasti
deformation torque due to the change of the applied volt
or the electric field isn3(G82G)5t1 ı̂1t2 ̂5 1

2«a(Ez8
2

2Ez
2)sin 2a@sinfı̂2cosf̂#, where t1 and t2 are the in-

duced torques inı̂ and ̂, respectively,Ez and Ez8 are the
electric fields ink̂ for 10 V and 2.6 V, respectively,a is the
tilt angle ~590°–polar angle,290°<a<90°!, andf is the
azimuthal angle of the director. As shown in Fig. 3~a!, this
unbalanced torque rotates the directorn ~changing its tilt
anglea! and the rotation acts at its nearby fluid elemen
stress force via viscous interaction. The fluid element is
celerated with the resultant viscous force acting on it. It c
be shown that the acceleration is proportional to the grad
of the torque namelyṅx}2]t2 /]z and ṅy}]t1 /]z. From
the initial configuration depicted in Fig. 2, we can find th
extreme positions oft1 and t2 , then from the sign of the
torque gradient, we can obtain the profile of the velocity a
confirm the behavior of the typical simulated curve shown
Fig. 3~b!. Meanwhile, the gradient of the flow velocity in
duces a viscous intrinsic director body forceg8 that imposes
a viscous torquen3g85txı̂1tŷ1tzk̂ on the director,
where

tx5~a22a3!~nyṅz2nzṅy!2a3nxny

]nx

]z

2~a3ny
22a2nz

2!
]ny

]z
,

ty5~a22a3!~nzṅx2nxṅz!1a3nxny

]ny

]z

2~a2nz
22a3nx

2!
]nx

]z
,

tz5~a22a3!~nxṅy2nyṅx!

1a2nzS ny

]nx

]z
2nx

]ny

]z D .

FIG. 3. ~a! Director profile at high voltage~10 V!. ~b! Calculated flow
velocity ~mm/s! at t50.1 ms after switching to 2.6 V from 10 V att50. ~c!
Schematic diagram showing the viscous torques induced by velocity gr
ent.
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The reverse twist of the directors observed in Fig. 2~b! is
induced bytz which is negative~positive! above~below! the
midlayer at the beginning after the voltage has be
switched. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3~c! for
point A. Besides, the viscous torquetx at the midlayer is
negative~since ]nx /]z50 and ]ny /]z.0! and that kicks
the director of the midlayer to the other side (1y,f5
190°) as shown in Fig. 3~c!. As a result, the tilt angle de
creased@as in the inset of Fig. 2~a!# and the originally left-
handed 180° twist changes into a similarly sharp rig
handed 180° twist@as in Fig. 2~b!# ~tip-over phenomenon!.
After some time has elapsed, the torque induced by the fl
effect is decreased and is overcome by the elastic torque
directors start to relax back~after 1 ms!. In the relaxation
process, the tilt angle in the midplane meets the 90° aga
2.5 ms, meanwhile, the twist profile restores to left-hand
At last, the tilt angle and the twist angle arrive at their sta
state at about 30 ms. The rapid relaxing of the director
angle in the two intermediates near the surface causes
optical phase retardation increases quickly. At the same t
the induced reverse twist keeps these directors almost p
lel with x axes that further increase the effectively optic
phase retardation. As a result, it speeds up the increasin
the transmittance even over the saturation value and form
optical peak as shown in Fig. 1. In other words, by switch
down the applied voltage, the flow induces a reverse twis
the homeotropic-to-planar state transition that speeds up
optical rising response.

In the decay process of transmittance, similarly, the eq
librium is broken when the voltage switched to 10 V fro
2.6 V. As depicted in Fig. 4, The LC molecules stand
~rotate! quickly owing to a much larger electric torque e
countered throughout the cell. The extremes of the elec
torquet2 are at two intermediates near the substrates wh
the tilt anglea is about 45°, while the minimum oft1 occurs
at the midlayer. The fluid flow caused by the director rotat
thus can be realized and indicated in Fig. 5~b!. The flow
induced torquetz of the director is positive~negative! above
~below! the midlayer as indicated in Fig. 5~c!. Consequently,
as shown in Fig. 4~b!, the twist orientation first swings to
direction away from its final equilibrium position and th
persists up to 0.6 ms. After 0.6 ms, the rotating speed of
director slows down, the flow effect is weak and is overco
by the elastic torque due to the large deformation caused
the reverse twist, then the director twist profile swings ba

FIG. 4. Calculated transient~a! tilt angle and~b! twist angle distribution
after switching to 10 V from 2.6 V att50.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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with a high tilt angle~Fig. 4! and finally the stable twist
profile is reached at 8 ms. In the aspect of the optical sig
as the voltage increased, the rapid standing up of the dire
causes the transmittance decay quickly. In addition, the
duced reverse twist pushes the directors away from the
bing directionx in both areas near the substrates where
tilt angle has large deviation from 90° and contributes mai
to the transmittance. As a result, it reduces the effectiv
optical phase retardation further and decreases the trans
tance even lower than the saturation value to form an opt
valley as shown in Fig. 1. In conclusion, the flow induces
optical valley and speeds up the optical decay response w
the applied voltage is switched up.

In summary, we report a twisted nematic LC pi-cell wi
fast optical response. It can be applied in light valves a
LCDs with true video rate. The field-induced dynam
mechanism of the twisted pi-cell has been studied. A ba
flow-induced reverse twist in the homeotropic-to-planar st
transition and the planar-to-homeotropic state transition
confirmed to have significant influences on the optical pr
erties. As a result, the flow effect is shown to play a posit
role for accelerating the optical response of the twisted
cell.

This work was partially supported by the National Sc
ence Council, R.O.C., under Contract No. NSC 89-2112-
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